
Our children deserve better
Local parent Sarah Cheung Johnson
is campaigning for a better deal for
young children in South Cambs.

Numerous studies have shown the
importance of early detection of
developmental issues in young children.

But in South Cambs they are losing out
due to cuts to Health Visitors.

Refused appointment
for 1 year old

“My 1 year old little girl was initially
refused a 12 month check-up as there
aren’t enough appointments. Parents are
being told to make an appointment only if
they have real concerns,” said Sarah.

After complaining to the Patient Advice &
Liaison Service, she got an appointment
but not all children are being covered.

“Every parent should have the chance to
speak to a health professional to get advice

Local campaigner Sarah Cheung Johnson is standing up for a
fair deal for Oakington residents.
Roads and streetlights across the village need proper attention from the
Conservative-led County Council.
The Conservatives’ decision to remove one in ten of all streetlights has
caused real problems.
“The streetlights in Coles Lane are poorly placed and leave a number of
black areas that are dangerous," said local resident Ian Goodyer.
Queens Way in Oakington is also potholed and pavements in the village
also require attention.

Stagecoach have confirmed they will
provide additional peak time buses from
May 2017 after campaigning from local
resident Sarah Cheung Johnson.

Sarah took up the campaign for local
residents who see buses driving past full.

“[We] are in the process of allocating the
new vehicles to certain routes. However
the current plan is to increase the number
of peak time buses using the busway in
May 2017,” Stagecoach said.

Campaign success
Sarah secures promise of
more peak time buses

Why isn’t the council even doing the basics?
Local Lib Dem Sarah campaigns for better basic
council services like streetlights and road repairs

Lib Dem campaigner Sarah Cheung Johnson
is pressing to have better basic council

services like streetlights in the right place -
like here in Coles Lane.

FOCUS
on Longstanton

Campaigners Sarah and Peter outside
Willingham Medical Practice.

Sarah is leading the local campaign for
better developmental care for young

children in our villages.

on the crucial next stage of their child’s
development.”

The Liberal Democrats have proposed to
fund an extra five family nurses across
Cambridgeshire to ensure that parents get
the right advice.

Local parent Sarah presses for more family nurses
as South Cambs kids lose out due to cuts


